Sports: Favre intends to start on Sunday
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Fort James to pay $7 million to settle claims

Deer hunters get their shot at Wisconsin’s huge herd

Gore, Bush wrangle over count

Texas governor rejects vice president’s deal

Clintion’s protester past resurfaces

President plans no apology for Vietnam War

Hand count favors Gore, analysis says

Weather: 36°F 17°F

Studies: Treat heart attacks differently

DNR hopes to thin deer population by 500,000

Getting ready for the snow

The badgments: high cholesterol

High levels of fat and cholesterol in the blood can be serious, and more people are dying from heart disease. Regular exercise and a healthy diet can help prevent it.
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Gore’s lead in state slips slightly

Wisconsin counties stand by for recount

Count/Gore asks to meet with Bush

Deer/32,000 graduate from hunter education program

Claims/Deal criticized by environmental activists